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The Materiality of Cognition: 
Concrete Poetry and the Embodied Mind
Mike Borkent

Canadian poet bpNichol’s concrete poetry, among his other experiments with language, garnered him international recognition in 
the late 1960s.1  Interestingly, while his lyric and fictional works have received much critical attention,2 his concrete and visual po-
etry has seen relatively little discussion, perhaps in an attempt, as Christian Bök puts it, to “sentimentalize his subversiveness…at 
the expense of his most experimental achievements.”3  Concrete poetry is often multimodal and uses both visual and verbal cues 
to construct meaning; the poems employ the materiality of both the page and language through manipulations and evocations 
of space, arrangement, typography, artistry, generic conventions, and spelling. 4   Therefore, this poetic style constructs meaning 
through emphasizing the often ignored visuality of words and the page. 

One of the notable scholars on bpNichol’s corpus, Stephen Scobie, states that bpNichol’s often overlooked “visual concrete 
poems…are the most witty and elegant ever produced in Canada….they exemplify the virtues of what might be called ‘pure’ 
concrete poetry: playfulness combined with a deep sense of beauty, the reeducation of the eye to the visual possibilities of 
language.”5  Johanna Drucker has catalogued the history and variety of visual and concrete poetry.  She notes that within this lon-
ger tradition the Canadian poet bpNichol is “unorthodox”6 and has a style best described as “hybrid eclecticism, with its synthetic 
capacity to absorb material from any of a wide variety of conceptual, critical, and linguistic sources.”7   

Interestingly, Drucker also acknowledges that the trends in concrete poetry, which focus on synthesis, have out maneuvered the-
ory.  She concludes, “What is evident is that the terms of poetic tradition or linguistic analysis adequate for a critical understanding 
of earlier work is inadequate to confront the synthetic sensibility of the present—work which poses profound questions about ... 
the processes of signification so essential to these projects as they are conceived in aesthetic terms.”8

It is this profound question of signification that this paper addresses.  Previous approaches have largely viewed visuality as trans-
gressing all other meanings, by universally communicating through form or by disrupting and negating linguistic signification.9  
However, these models place a tension between the image and the text in poems that largely synthesize these cues, exposing a 
theoretically fraught engagement with these poems.10  I will examine the aesthetic characteristics of this poetry which synthesizes 
language and visuality through embodied notions of materiality, iconicity, and performativity.  Furthermore, I will show that re-
search in Cognitive Science can offer insight into this synthetic medium and a way out of the traditional analytical and theoretical 
quagmire in which it is currently surrounded.
 
Cognitive poetics, a blanket term for studies of cognition that impact or are interested in literary analysis and theories of language,11 
holds as one of its central tenets that our minds are embodied and that this impacts our capacity to construct meaning.  In this 
way, cognitive poetics asserts that the body impacts the mind’s ability to conceptualize.  This notion traces its roots back to the 
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty and the pragmatist John Dewey who both explored embodiment in their philosophical 
work, either as the ‘phenomenal body’ or the ‘body-mind’, respectively.12  Both of these philosophers argued that we cannot under-
stand our mind outside of the bodily experience: that the body is, as the cognitive linguist and philosopher Mark Johnson notes, a 
“lived body…the situation from which our world and experience flows.”13  Under the embodied view, meaning is not limited only 
to a linguistic phenomenon, and art need not be explained through the analogy to language.14  As Johnson concludes, 
[i]n poetry and prose, there is much meaning beneath and beyond concepts and propositions.  In the visual arts, it is images, pat-
terns, qualities, colors, and perceptual rhythms that are the principal bearers of meaning.  The obvious fact that we usually cannot 
put into words what we have experienced in our encounter with an artwork does not make the embodied, perceptual meaning 
any less a type of meaning.15  
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In this passage Johnson works against the linguistic turn’s 
privileging of language over images, arguing that both carry 
meaning and should be engaged on a broader, embodied level.

While words have for quite some time been regarded as wholly 
arbitrary signs, cognitive poetics shows that those areas of lan-
guage which reveal iconic and metaphoric layers are motivated 
by our embodiment.  I am referring to, most obviously, ono-
matopoeic words, but also to other forms of sound iconicity, 
aspects of grammar, syntax and semantics, and most impor-
tantly pervasive conceptual metaphors, which I will discuss 
in a moment.  These areas challenge the simplified notion of 
arbitrariness within language (although it is certainly there as 
well, it just isn’t all pervasive).  An embodied understanding of 
mind has quite convincingly explained many of these phenom-
ena.16  This research has shown that under much of language is 
a strong rootedness in conceptual metaphors and embodied 
gestalts which derive from our bodily experiences, and that in 
fact perception and action play essential roles in how we use 
language and construct meaning.

To articulate how language connects to our bodily experience, 
and therefore can connect to images as well, we must examine 
research on the interaction between embodied perception 
and conception.  Studies in metaphor were the first key to the 
puzzle.  They found layers of complexity within metaphors, 
at the bottom of which were “conceptual metaphors” derived 
from embodied experiences.17  Researchers soon found that 
these metaphorical structures to be pervasive in language use, 
not just that typically labeled “metaphorical” or “figurative.”  For 
example, a phrase as simple as “I don’t get what you’re saying” 
is using the metaphors of ideas are objects and understanding is 

grasping.18  Thus, getting what someone is saying is tantamount 
to grasping an object of exchange (the idea), thereby having 
control over it but on the abstract level. 19  These are conceptual 
metaphors, which construct the abstract world of the mind 
from our bodily engagement with things.  Likewise, there are 
vast numbers of examples like this throughout everyday de-
scriptions of such diverse areas as emotions, mathematics, bio-
logical processes, and philosophy.20  Embodied metaphorical 
conceptualizations, then, start to address how images and texts 
can synthesize since they offer a means of connecting percep-
tual and conceptual meanings, but they don’t go far enough.  

Underneath conceptual metaphors are image schemas, which 
bridge the conception-perception divide.  These are basic spa-
tial-perceptual concepts (or conceptual perceptions) derived 
from our bodily engagement with things, and they explain in 

more detail how meaning can emerge out of our bodily experi-
ence in the world.21  Mark Johnson defines an image schema 
as “a dynamic, recurring pattern of organism-environment 
interactions.  As such, it will reveal itself in the contours of 
our basic sensorimotor interactions.”22 Image schemas then, 
reflect embodied gestalts that provide meaningful connections 
between ourselves and the things around us at the most basic 
level.  Image schemas range from the schema of the container, 
to the source-path-goal schema, to other schemas like force, 
up-down, center-periphery, and so on.  These basic concep-
tions are essential aspects of meaning, since they place us as 
perceptual subjects in conceptual relation to the things around 
us, and even influence understanding things on the level of 
grammatical systems, syntax, gesture, and so forth.23  To return 
to the earlier example of not grasping an idea, the concep-
tual metaphor uses the basic image schemas of containment, 
with the idea or words being a container for meaning, and the 
schema source-path-goal, where understanding is the goal or 
object of the process of discovery along which this container 
moves.  The movement of the container along the path also 
implies the importance of agents interacting with the environ-
ment and each other by moving the container, relying on the 
force and proximity schemas, among others, too.  This simple 
example shows, along with many other possible illustrations of 
embodied meaning, the intimate connection between concep-
tion, perception, and action.

Using these embodied conceptual and perceptual roots of lan-
guage and meaning construction it is possible to look at how 
Nichol and other concrete poets, as Johanna Drucker notes, 
“pushed the capacity of traditionally non-verbal visual forms 
into syntactic or semantic relations”24 and why the verbal and 
visual can so seamlessly mingle into meaning.  Interestingly, 
bpNichol believed that the voice and language were deeply 
resonant with the material world and that proprioception 
and affect were important to meaning construction.25  In this 
sense, he felt that the voice which visible language carried on 
the page connected still to a broader reality, tying the speaker 
to the physical realm.  Thus, it would appear that Nichol was 
moving, at least intuitively, away from the arbitrariness of signs 
towards meaning through embodied motivation and percep-
tion.  I won’t go into too much detail about his theories of 
language, which are arguably somewhat vague and at times 
contradictory,26 but suffice it to say that what he was mulling 
over resonates in some key ways with an engagement with the 
embodied mind through a deep connection between bod-
ies, things, and meaning (including language).   His concrete 
poetry, in my opinion, is the best expression of this.  By taking 
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visible language as his medium, within the fixity and limita-
tions of the page, bpNichol engages communication in its 
complexity, where images are essential in constructing and 
motivating meaning rather than being separate from it, and 
which play off of elements of materiality, performativity, 
metaphor, and iconicity within visible language. 

I’ll turn now from the theoretical to an example, so as to show 
rather than explain how I see these elements working within 
a more complex concrete poem.  In this example (fig. 1), we 
have three words: the unrecognizable fr, as well as pond, 
and glop.  To understand what this poem is about requires 
the visual cues of the orientation of the words and the two 
curved lines as well.  These two lines may either denote action 
or shape (using common iconic conventions).  Upon con-
templation, we come to realize that this poem is in fact not 
about any of the words within it, but about a frog, which is 
constructed through all of the different components on the 
page in different ways.  The orientation of the words, using 
the up-down image schema and English conventions of read-
ing left to right, denote a connective order: we move from the 
fr through the pond to glop. This movement is mimicked and 
reinforced by the iconic lines, which manifest the source-path-

goal images schema as well, showing a path of movement.  
However, the lines also offer an emphasis on particular places 
of each word, taking the end of fr, connecting it to the hole in 
the middle of the pond, the o, and then leaving us at the be-
ginning of glop.  Using the emphasis of these lines, in part, we 
are able to construct the word frog, out of the movement and 
connection of these different parts, and our desire to make 
meaning out of the two letters, fr.  

However, the construction of frog is not just through visual 
connection but also through association, developed through 

the semantic connections and spatial relations between pond 
and glop.  pond evokes a natural setting and its associated 
activities and organisms (which the lines reinforce as the shape 
of an embankment and which subsequently transform the per-
ception of fr into tufts of grass).  glop elaborates on this presen-
tation of a pond iconically (onomatopoeia being a classic case 
of iconicity in spoken language).  The word glop reinforces as 
well the drawn lines as movement or action, since it elaborates 
on the water of the pond with an associated sound created by 
something breaking the surface.  In this case, the illustrative 
lines simultaneously support both the location and the action. 
This association of the two words both semantically and visu-
ally is rooted in the source-path-goal image schema, since they 
provide us with the path of motion and the goal of the pond 
(which is reinforced by the motion lines and the sound fol-
lowing their movement).  The pond setting further focuses us 
when we try to make sense of the fr that started this synthetic 
process. And thus, a frog is born. 

However, the most interesting aspect of this poem emerges 
from the performativity of the embodied mind of the reader, 
playing with the visual and verbal cues.27  The perception of the 
frog in which the letters make up words, non-words, and ob-
jects, and the experiential enactment of people’s engagement 
with frogs, create a synthesis of cues, both visual and linguistic.  
It is quite easy to envision this poem as an encapsulation of a 
common episode while walking near a pond.  A person walking 
scares a frog, which jumps into the water.  The observer, not 
realizing the frog was there until seeing a slight rustle in the 
grass and hearing the glop of it entering the pond, will recon-
struct the event to figure out the source of the sound.  In this 
poem, the bodily presence of the reader creates the scene and 
makes sense of it, as we perform it in our minds.28  Furthermore, 
to understand this poem, the reader/viewer must make use 
of many embodied conceptualizations and associations that 
move well beyond the arbitrary sign.  bpNichol makes use of 
key aspects of each word to motivate the construction of the 
frog.  For example, the movement of the frog through the hole 
in the surface of the pond requires the o.  This poem doesn’t 
work if the frog is located on the bank of a lake or stream.  The 
fr becomes a glimpse of the frog itself as it leaps to safety (and 
simultaneously creates the grass in which it was initially hid-
ing).  The words become objects, both through our embodied 
understanding of them and their material placement on the 
page, thereby acquiring iconic meanings while retaining their 
symbolic ones. As objects, Nichol also plays with our metaphor-
ical understanding of words as containers (an image-schematic 
construct), or cohesive units.  By fracturing the frog, and recon-

Fig. 1. bpNichol, untitled poem. From art facts: a book of contexts 
(Tucson: Chax Press, 1990).
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structing it out of other words, Nichol plays with these under-
lying conceptualizations of language in a material and visual 
way.  Nichol’s poem requires an embodied mind to perform it, 
to engage with its uses and abuses of metaphors and iconic 
connections, and to synthesize the perceptual and conceptual 
meanings rooted in the materiality of language and the page. 

Another example of a concrete poem by bpNichol, very differ-
ent from the first figure, is “Attempted Diagnoses” (fig. 2).  In this 
example no actual official English words appear except in the 
title. However, there are consistencies across all of them: each 

“word” is four letters long, and over the course of the poem, the 
letters s, i, c, and k are used in almost exactly equal numbers.  
Just at a glance, we know what word these letters are trying to 
say, sick, by blending these fractured word forms.  Again we are 
making meaning out of a space where a simple view of linguis-
tic meaning is troubled, where the “words” are not containers of 
meaning but need to be visually reconstructed to be compre-
hensible.  The poetic aspect of this poem emerges out of its use 
of non-words and space to encapsulate a process and its associ-
ated emotions.

Fig. 2. bpNichol, Attempted Diagnoses. From art facts: a book of 
contexts (Tucson: Chax Press, 1990). 
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In “Attempted Diagnoses,” again, the source-path-goal schema 
is essential in constructing meaning.  The title of the poem 
prompts this schema, since it catches us in medias res—in at-
tempting diagnosis—with the anticipated goal of the process 
being a named problem.  Also, the list format of the poem 
iconically replicates, imagically, the path, through which the 
doctors move to diagnose their patient.  If we are diligent read-
ers, and read through the entire list, the unfulfillment and in-
completeness of the words tell us what we already know from 
the title, that the diagnosis of the sickness has failed. By moving 
the reader along this path, Nichol invokes an affective response 
to the diagnostic process.  

The affective response generated through the process of 
interpreting this poem is due to a few key features. We enter 
into it from the cultural understanding of medical knowledge, 
thereby assuming that the patient went to the doctor for a 
diagnosis for a perceived sickness.  We then proceed through 
an unfulfilling process caught in the tension between known 
and unknown illness.  This unfulfillment is a great source of 
anxiety and frustration due to the rupture in our basic schema 
of source-path-goal, which assumes a tangible outcome.  By 
dragging the reader through this process, bpNichol causes the 
reader to perform the role of an empathetic observer or the 
patient being diagnosed incorrectly numerous times, and, in 
the end, the original sickness which led down the path of false 
diagnosis never gets resolved (but we still all know the answer).  
The basic visual cues of the path and fractured words are es-
sential in generating frustration and highlighting the obvious-
ness of the answer in tension with the need to have it stated.  
The form of this poem synthesizes conception and perception, 
through the reader’s recombination of letters into meaningful 
words (graspable conceptual containers), and the lengthy path 
that finds an unfulfilling end.  Nichol again engages the em-
bodied mind in this poem, this time in performing on the page 
and in our minds, the attempted diagnosis which never fulfills.  

With these two brief examples I’ve shown that image sche-
matic and conceptual metaphoric analysis of both images and 
words can be melded together to form a more comprehensive 
understanding of how meaning is constructed in multimodal 
texts.  This model of meaning making addresses WJT Mitchell’s 
statement that “[w]e still do not know exactly what pictures 
are, what their relation to language is, how they operate on 
observers and on the world, how their history is to be under-
stood, and what is to be done with or about them.”29  Since the 
embodied model of meaning shows that in fact our actions and 
perceptions are central to many forms of meaning production, 

we can start to nuance an analysis of the relationship between 
our bodies and our environment, culturally, physically, and so 
on.  Cognitive poetics offers a way of engaging with both the 
textual and non-textual expressions of these societal shifts, 
which can in turn inform much of our analysis of how images 
and texts interact with our historical, cultural, social, and physi-
cal realities.   Mitchell proposes to take “iconology well beyond 
the comparative study of verbal and visual art and into the 
basic construction of the human subject as a being constituted 
by both language and imaging.”30  However, in light of the 
cognitive poetic evidence, in fact we need to push further to 
the embodied conceptual structures behind or under language 
and images, which simultaneously construct meaning around 
us through conceptual metaphor, iconicity, and image-sche-
mas.  For Mitchell, language and images are in tension with 
each other, forcing the repression of one or the other.31  I would 
argue that in fact they are each engaging the embodied mind, 
but harnessing different aspects of image schematic and meta-
phoric meanings, and would take his notion of the “pictorial 
turn” in analysis one step further to a cognitive one.  Here again 
I return to Johanna Drucker’s emphasis on bpNichol’s concrete 
poetry as an eclectic synthesis of materiality, performativity, 
metaphor, and iconicity within visible language.  In these cases, 
if there is tension, it is between embodied conceptualizations 
and culturally assumed ideas about language rather than be-
tween images and words.  As Mitchell illustrates, what we have 
done in recent theory is schematize words and images in such a 
way that makes them incompatible. Cognitive poetic analysis, I 
believe, can offer a way back to engaging with both words and 
images in a synthetic and generative manner, through their 
material linkages both on the page and in the mind.
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